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Contus: Gunning for the Top Spot
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The software development and related
services and solutions market is expected to
grow to double its current size by the end of
2014. To capitalize on this rate of growth
Contus, a leading Mobility, Cloud, and Web
Solutions Company based in Chennai, has
been innovating in this space. The company
had its humble beginnings in 2008, when
five friends led by Sriram Manoharan, M.D
& Chief Business Development Officer, Contus, collected the seed capital to
begin the venture. Even though the entrepreneurs faced some hurdles
initially, the solutions provider has climbed up to become one of the
premier solutions providers in the industry.
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With a strong team of 120 experienced technology engineers and experts,
the company has been providing solutions to its clients in over 40
countries across the globe. The company’s areas of expertise lie in mobile
development, e-commerce development, web application development,
sharepoint, and mobile application testing amongst many others.
Apptha, the powerful marketplace of Contus is the best place to generate
themes and extension needs for different platforms like Magento,
WordPress, and Joomla. Mobecommerce of Contus is another notable
marketplace delivering mobile-based products cost-effectively. The powerpacked team of this company has also made some attractive applications
for smartphones of all platforms such as Near2Me, Win Maps, Win To Do
and many more that have become quite popular in the windows phone 8
store.
The company was built on a mission to deliver excellent service and
complete client satisfaction. Upon taking a look at their client portfolio and
the diversity of their clients both geographically and industry wise, one can
say that they have moved in the right path. Contus has been assisting
brands in their growth in the past five years and is continuing to do so
with its innovative services and solutions.
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